. Interaction energy values (in kcal · mol −1 ) at the consecutive levels of theory for each amino acid residue-inhibitor pair.
Details regarding scoring with empirical functions
• SASA: The probing sphere of the molecule surface was set to 1.4Å radius.
• Platinum: Molecular Hydrophobicity Potential (MHP) parameters, i.e., MHP distance function, atomic hydrophobicity parametrization and the offset of the MHP scale were chosen with default settings.
• Discovery Studio 2017: Binding site radius was equal to 10Å, and the sphere was centered on the ligand, yielding the following points of origin (in units of Å): All scoring functions' parameters were set to default values, i.e.: Momany-Rone was selected as a Ligand Partial Charge Method; Dreiding LigScore Forcefield was chosen with Energy Grid Extension equal to 5.0; PMF Carbon-Carbon and Other Interactions Cutoff were set to 12.0Å; PMF04 Carbon-Carbon and Other Interactions Cutoff were set to 6.0 and 9.0Å, respectively. • Gold 4.0: Binding site radius was equal to 10Å, and the sphere was centered on the alpha carbon of Arg103; All receptor residues were set rigid; Gold default parameter files were used for each scoring function. These define external H-bond, external vdw, internal vdw, and internal torsion for GoldScore; hydrogen bond, metal, lipophilic, clash, and torsion scaled terms for ChemScore; hydrogen bond, clash, and torsion scaled terms for ASP, as well as the ASP_GRID_SPACING parameter (equal to 0.3Å), controlling the density of the precalculated grid used for evaluation of the atom-atom potentials. • AutoDock Vina: Grid was set with 0.375Å spacing, with 60 points in each direction, yielding 22.5Å cubic grid centered on the ligand (coordinates of the grid center were chosen to match the corresponding values from Discovery Studio 2017); All receptor residues were set rigid; Weighting values of gauss 1, gauss2, repulsion, hydrophobic, and hydrogen parameters were set default during scoring.
• Plants: Program version 1.2 was used. Search speed was set to 1; Binding site radius was equal to 10Å, and the sphere was centered on the ligand (coordinates of the sphere origin were chosen to match the corresponding values from Discovery Studio 2017).
• Glide: 15Å cubic grid was centered on the ligand; All hydroxyl and thiol groups within the grid were allowed to rotate, and no constraints were applied; During scoring, GlideScore version SP5.0 parameters were used; Van der Waals radius scaling and partial charge cut-off were set default (0.80 scaling factor and 0.15Å, respectively), Epik state penalties were allowed, and OPLS3 force field was applied. 
